
My earliest childhood memories are set to the

backdrop of the cute and quaint farmyard scenes

that made up my first bedroom’s wallpaper.

The farmers with their wheelbarrows, the geese

and pigs were all my little friends, who happily

lent themselves as characters in stories as I fell

asleep each night. Later on, in new bedrooms,

my mother indulged her girlish Laura Ashley

fantasies, with wallpaper, curtains, quilts and

pillows all adorned in patterns of tiny flowers in

complimentary shades of pink and peach.

Flutter, by Susan Jowsey, evokes such childhood

nostalgia and thoughts of motherly influence.

The medium of pale face powder pressed onto

the wall is designed to invoke memory by

triggering the senses. The pale pink and subtle

scent of the feminine is familiar and comforting,

domestic and maternal. With the use of cosmetic

face powder Jowsey hints towards the

learnt/imitated aspects of female identity.

The pleasure for little girls (and some boys

of course!) that’s found in playing dress-ups

with their mother’s make-up, jewellery and

high heels gives shape to our expectations of

the feminine and all the cosmetic and illusory

trappings of womanhood.

Jowsey extends the sense of surface illusion

further, as the screenprinted birds appear to

recede into the white of the gallery walls.

The birds are repetitively printed throughout

the enclosed, quiet gallery space – some in

full flight, others apparently resting on a perch

that is not quite seen. The muted fleshy tones

of these mute birds are so delicate as to

disintegrate under the gentle touch of any

seduced viewer. Even without any physical

disturbance, time alone fades the birds further

and further into the distance of vision and

memory, leaving just a trace of the images –

themselves a trace to begin with.

This temporality is unsettling – the fleeting

moment in which a sight is seen or a hidden

memory brought to mind, cannot be captured

or contained in any pure way. Hence the inherent

touch of sadness that comes with reminiscence.

The impermanence and subtlety of the birds in

Flutter also makes us question our trust in the

infallibility of seeing. The almost there/

almost not, medium of the face powder

allows the subjects to be deliberately printed

by the artist to varying degrees of visibility.

Some birds are printed strongly, creating a

pictorial surface on the gallery wall, while allowing

other paler or partially smudged images to

recede in our visual perspective. At a cursory

glance the birds may remain invisible, if we look

further they appear gradually a few at a time,

and may eventually surround us. But it would

be easy to miss one or two; perhaps smudged

beyond recognition or placed below our

accustomed viewpoint. This incomplete and

varying impression we have of the work reflects

the personal experience of seeing.

Jowsey may have captured these birds for us,

but they cannot be permanently held by the

walls of the gallery, or even be entirely held in

our vision. The subjectivity of vision and viewing,

the fragile nature of memory and the inevitable

loss of childish-wonder are all eloquently echoed

in the oh-so-delicate flutter of the pale and

powdery birds across the gallery walls.

Rosemary Forde
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LOG was begun by The Physics Room in 1996

under the editorship of then Physics Room

General Manager, Tessa Laird, and with the

assistance of Gwyn Porter, then a curator at the

Dunedin Public Art Gallery. Set up to replace

the Physics Room Journal, LOG was established,

rather than being strictly about-art dialogue-

based, to provide a site for artists and writers

to experiment with images and texts in a

print format. LOG supported writing-as-art

and new pageworks from a variety of art

practitioners both from New Zealand

and overseas. With each issue thematically

based, LOG was able to include in-depth articles,

artist’s works, reviews, interviews, and the regular

regional round-ups. Published tri-annually,

LOG was distributed throughout New Zealand,

and increasingly, in selected international outlets.

LOG supported not only experimental practice

in writing and the arts, but also in design,

and Tiso Ross, Caroline McCaw, Sarah Jane Barr,

Warren Olds, Jennie Hall, Glen Mossong and

Richard Shaw all contributed to the design of

LOG over its five-year history. Tessa continued

as Editor after leaving the Physics Room and

basing herself in LA, and later Gwyn and Tessa

switched roles, with Gwn becoming Editor,

and Tessa as Contributing Editor.

After publishing a record fifteen issues,

and under the currently challenging

financial climate, the Physics Room had to

re-evaluate the viability of producing a tri-annual

arts magazine. Sadly, issue 15 was our

swan song, but this does not mean the end

of publications by the Physics Room.

From 2002, the Physics Room will publish a

range of art catalogues and publications,

with a new focus on gallery activities and

programmes, but with all the freshness and

attitude we celebrated in LOG magazine.

Selections of LOG will remain online on our

website as an active archive, at

http://www.physicsroom.org.nz/log/.

Thanks for that

The Physics Room asked LOG Editor Gwynneth

Porter three questions on the occasion of it

being no more.

PR: For those who were not sure where LOG

came from, where did it come from?

GP: I had decided to go to Sydney for a holiday.

My then boss, John McCormack, with whom I

had been working on Midwest, had decide I

should visit the director of the MCA, who was

supposedly starting an art magazine because

he thought I would be a good writer for him.

I dutifully went and while being served weak

tea in a lush director’s office, I asked the very

ill-looking man what sort of magazine it was

going to be and if he had seen anything I had

written. He said they were going to run

“serious art criticism” only. From that moment

on I made appropriate noises but was trying

to get out of there ASAP without agreeing to

anything. I don’t think the magazine ever

eventuated but was fairly sure he thought I was

a bit strange or something. The words Serious

Art Criticism continued to echo in my head and

I guess something calcified out of a reaction

and I knew I did something else and that this

was not a bad thing. And that I was not alone.

When I got back Andrew Drummond told me

that that Tessa Laird was going to be the new

Physics Room director. I said if she wanted

a hand reworking their Journal I would love

to help. It was the start of a beautiful working

relationship. She is completely wonderful and

comes up with things like this in response to

our sales figures: “Less than 0.00005% of the

world’s population read Artforum, while at least

0.000125% of New Zealanders read LOG”.
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